Selection criteria for BBS Minor Subject
Surgical and Radiological Anatomy

Students doing medical, veterinary medicine and natural sciences are all welcome to apply. However, please note that if the number of applicants exceed 15, scores in the FAB and HNA modules (MedST students) and the overall academic performance in Parts IA and IB for all applicants will be considered for selection purposes. These criteria had to be applied in the first year of the course as we were oversubscribed, but for the past two years, we have been able to take all the students who selected this option. If you are especially interested in this subject, please do consider applying and do email the course organiser if you have any queries.

For NST and VetST students, please submit a written statement (maximum 500 words) to explain your interest in applying for this course. NST students will only be able to choose Option 3 in Lent (preparation of an anatomical prosection), but VetST students may wish to liaise with the Queen’s Veterinary School Hospital to arrange relevant placements for themselves. NST and VetST students cannot attend sessions at NHS hospitals.

As the number of students attending the operating theatre and radiological sessions will be capped, students will be required to submit their preferred practical option, ranked 1-3. We will place as many students as possible with their first or second ranked choice.